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A relation between the matrix elements of the variational derivatives of the scattering matrix 
and the energy operator is established. With its aid the kernel of the integral equation for 
the compensation of "dangerous" diagrams is expressed in terms of the usual Green functions. 

1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

AN analysis of the influence of the Coulomb in
teraction between electrons in superconductivity 
theory was given in a paper by Bogolyubov, Tol
machev, and the author .1 The structure of the 
kernel Q ( k, k') of the integral equation for the 
compensation of dangerous electron diagrams 
was also investigated (§5). This kernel was ex
pressed in terms of the characteristics of the 
auxiliary model problem which describes the 
Coulomb interaction between the electrons and 
also their interaction with the auxiliary classi-
cal external field. The above-mentioned charac
teristics of the model problem were strictly de
termined only in one case through the method of 
approximate second quantization (§6.1). In the 
remaining cases expressions for these charac
teristics, containing "radiative" Coulomb correc
tions, were estimated, in the region of the infrared 
catastrophe, from qualitative considerations (§6.2). 
The reason for this was that the method of expres
sing the kernel Q in terms of the energy operator 

0 

R = HtntT ( exp {- i ~ Hlnt(t)dt}) = HtntSr:._.,., (1.1) 
-oo 

which was used in that paper, leads for a number 
of cases to inconvenient and asymmetric expres
sions. 

It is, however, well known that the energy char
acteristics of a many-body system can be expressed 
in terms of the "total" S -matrix2•3 

00 

S=S::X,=r(exp{-i ~ Htnt(f)dt})· (1.2) 
--<10 

In the present investigation such an approach is 
used as the basis of the discussion. Through this 
the kernel Q ( k, k') is expressed in terms of the 
vacuum matrix elements of the variational deriva
tives of S, i.e., in terms of the usual Green func
tions for which explicit expressions can be obtained, 
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for instance, by the method of approximate second 
quantization. 5 

2. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE OPERATORS 
S AND R AND THEIR VARIATIONAL DERIV
ATIVES 

The connection of the energy levels of a system 
which has undergone second quantization and the 
total scattering matrix S was recently investigated 
by Sucher2 and Rodberg. 3 The most convenient for
mula was obtained by Rodberg (Eq. (16) of refer
ence 3).* From this formula follows, in particular, 
a connection between the matrix elements of the 
total S -matrix (1.2) and those of the energy oper
ator R (1.1) which can be written in the form 

(<I>:S<Dn)c =- 2rd8 (E- En) (<D:R<Dn)c• (2.1) 

The index "c" indicates here that only connected 
diagrams are taken into account in the evaluation 
of the matrix elements. 

Equations of the type (2.1) can also be estab
lished for the commutators of the quantities S, R 
with the particle creation and annihilation opera
tors, and also for the variational derivatives of S 
and R with respect to those operators. 

Let ak,a be the creation operator for an elec
tron with momentum k, energy E (k) and spin a. 
We can then connect the commutator [see Eq. 
(47 .13) of reference 4] 

00 

[at,., S]_ == - h ~ aa as {t) [at. •. ak', a' (t)]+ dt 
k',a' -oo k',a' 

00 

=-~ 
-co 

as e-i•<k>t dt 
llak, 0 (t) 

(2.2) 

with the commutator 
0 

[at,., Rl =- I llR e-i•(k)t dt 
) llak, a {t) 

(2.3) 
-co 

*A similar formula was independently obtained by V. V. 
Tolmachev (unpublished). 
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through the relation 

00 

rata' S] <De=- i ~ eii(H,+•(k)-E) dt rata' Rl <DE. (2.4) 
-oo 

To show that, we write (2.1) in the form 
00 

S<DE =- i ~ eii(H,-E) dtR<D£. (2.5) 
-co 

From (2.5) follows also that 
co 

Sat,a<DE = -·i ~ eit(H,-r-a(k)ldt Rat,a<DE• (2.6) 
-co 

On the other hand, 
00 

at a S<DE = - iat.a ~ eii(H,-E) dtR<DE 

co 

= -i ~ eii(H,-•(k)-Eldtat.aRW£. (2.7) 
_,., 

The difference between Eqs. (2.6) and (2. 7) gives 
(2.4). 

Considering more complicated commutators we 
arrive at the formula 

X exp {i ~ s (k;) i; - i ~ s(li) 'tj.} dt1 ••• d'tm 
' I 

=- 2rcio ( £ 1 - LJ s (k;) +] s (lj}- £ 2) 

t I 

X exp {i ~ s (k;) t;- i LJ s(li) 'tj} dt1 •• • d'tm· (2.8) 

' 
We note next that we can use the property of the 

translational invariance of the matrix element of 
the variational derivative of the S -matrix to per
form in the left hand side one integration over time 
and to split off explicitly the o -function. This 
gives 

n 

X exp {iLJ s(k;)t;-i .2Js(l1)'t1}dt2 ••• d'tm. 
i-2 j 

n 

X exp { i ~ s (k;) t;- i LJ s (!/) 'tf} dt 1 dt 2 •• • d'tm (2.9) 
t=1 j • 

where 
n m 

LJ s (k;)- LJ s (l/) = £1- £2. 
i-1 i-1 

(2.10) 

Equation (2.9) is most convenient for further 
applications. 

3. TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE KERNEL Q 
OF THE COMPENSATION EQUATION 

We go now to the transformation of the kernel 
Q ( k, k') of the equation of compensation of danger
ous electron diagrams, determined by Eq. (1.5.36).* 
In reference 1 it was shown that the kernel Q can 
be written in the form of a sum of two terms 

Q (k, k') = Qc (k, k') + Qph (k, k'). (3.1) 

The first term Qc corresponds to Coulomb 
effects only and can be obtained from (1.5.36) by 
replacing R by Rc [Eq. (1.5.49)], i.e., by assum
ing Hph = 0. Using the fact that in the case con
sidered the momenta k, k' are near the Fermi 
surface, so that the energies € ( k), € ( k') are 
small, we obtain using (2.~ 

Qc(k, k') = 

where 

00 

i ~ (o4Scl oat.+ (0) oa±k', _ (t1) oak,+ {t2) oa-k, 
-co 

00 

-(is) )cdil dia dis 

if k <kF, 

~ < o'Sc I oat,+ (0) oa±k, _ {t1) oak',+ {t2) oa_k', 
-co 

- {ts))cdt1 diz dis 

if k > kF, (3.2) 

co 

Sc=T (exp{-i ~ Hc(i)dt}). (3.3) 
-oo 

To transform the second term in (3.1) which is 
proportional to fi1' it is convenient to start not from 
Eq. (1.5.36) but from the earlier Eq. (1.5.31). 

We shall use (2.9) to write the coefficient of uk 
on the right hand side of that equation which is ac
cording to (1.5.34) equal to 

0 

~ dt dt' exp {i; (k) (t + t')} < o2R' 1 oat+ (t') oa±k, _ (t)>c 
-co 

= ~ Uk'• Vk•Q (k, k'), (3.4) 
k' 

in the form 
00 

i ~ (o2S; oat,+ (0) oa±k, _ (t))c e'~<..~<>t dt. 
-co 

In accordance with (2.10) this is possible, if 

*I.e., Eq. (5.36) of reference 1. 
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(3.5) 

i.e., 

00 

~ Uk'Vk' Q (k, k') = i \ (o2S I oat,+ (0) oa±k,- (t))c dt (3.6) 
k' .\ -oo 

if (3.5) is satisfied. 
The matrix element which enters into the right 

hand side can be written in the form of a time
ordered product of two "currents" ( oS/ oa +) s+: 

< 112s > < 112S s+) 
llat, + (0) lla±k, _ (t) c = llat, + (0) lla±k, _ (t) et, 

- <r ( liS s+)' { lis s+)) 
- llat, + (0) \ lla±k, _ (t) 11o (3. 7) 

if we take the causality properties of the S -matrix 
[see, for instance, Eq. (48.15) of reference 4} into 
account. The index a 0 denotes here an averaging 
over the a -vacuum. 

The time-ordered product of "currents" thus 
obtained is for any fixed order of the time argu
ments ( t > 0 or t < 0) the ordinary product of 
these "currents". This product can be expanded 
in a series in terms of a complete set of functions. 
If we restrict ourselves in this expansion to terms 
corresponding to states containing one a -electron 
and one {3 -phonon we split off the "main terms" 
containing small denominators { w ( q) + € ( k) + 
E'(kl)}. 

By this means we get, for instance for t < 0, 
using the property of translational invariance, 

< II
2
S > = 2] < liS s+ oct s ~t-k' > 

llat, + (0) lla±k, _ (t) c k',s llaJt + (0) ' et, 

. < ( OCk's ~k-k' ~liS S+) = 2] exp {it [;:; (k -- k') + ;(k')l} 
' lla.:_k,- (t) 11' k', s 

< liS + + > < liS > 
X llat, + (O) ock's ~k-k' 11c OCk•s ~k-k' lla±k, _ (t) "'c (3.8) 

Commuting after that the operators a+, a, {3+, 

{3 with oS/oa+ we can go to the limit as a- a. 
Combining the results for t < 0 and t > 0, taking 
into account the symmetry of the Hamiltonian Hph 
with respect to {3 and {3+ we get, using (3. 7) and 
(3.8) 

00 

~ (o2S 1 oat,+ (0) oa±k, _ (t))c dt 
-oo 

~ -2 "V uk' vk' r (k k' ) r (- k - k' - )• 'f ;-(k') + ';;;(k-k') ' 'q ' ' q' 

(q = k-k'), (3.9) 
where 

00 

r (k, k'' q)= ~ d-r d6 (o3S I oak',+ (-r) oat.+ (0) O~q (6))ac· (3.10) 
1-00 

Expression (3.10) is written down in the limit of 
small E'(k') and w (q). 

Before comparing Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9), we make 
the following substitution. According to condition 
(3.5), Eq. (3.6) permits us to evaluate Q in the 
limiting case E(k) = 0. Since the momentum k 
is near the Fermi surface, the energy E'(k) will 
in actual fact be a small quantity. In the represen
tation of the kind (1.5.57) which we have used, the 
energy € ( k) is everywhere put equal to zero ex
cept in the energy denominator w ( q) + E' ( k) + 
E' ( k'). To obtain the required expression for Qph 
we must thus add € ( k) in the energy denominator 
of the right hand side of (3.9). In this way we get 
from (3.6) and (3.9) 

Q (k k') = -2f(k,k',q)f(-k, -k',-q) 
ph ' ~ ~ ~ • 

W (q) + E: (k) + E (k') 
(3.11) 

Performing in (3.10) the variation over {3 and the 
transition to the limit g = 0, we have also 

I g2 (q) (>) (q) (Aq + tLq)2 

Qp" (k, k) = 2 ;;; CqJ + e(k'J + -;CkJ 

X A (k, k', q) A (- k, - k', - q), (3.12) 

where 
A (k, k', q) 

00 

~ d-r d6 (o2 [T (Hq (6) Sc)l I oak',+ (-r) oat,+ (O)>ac' (3.13) 
-00 

6 1 "l + H q ( ) = ,r- k.J az+q. s (6) az,s(O). 
, 2V I, s 

(3.14) 

The quantity A can be expressed simply in 
terms of one-electron Green functions of the above
mentioned model problem. On the other hand, per
forming explicitly in (3.13) the functional differenti
ation and using the "generalized Wick theorem" 
[see Eq. (34.11) of reference 4} we get a represen
tation of A in terms of the one-electron Green 
functions and the four-vertex Green function of the 
pure Coulomb problem. We have 

A= V~v {1 + r dtd-raf.:~·.+(O) 
-co 

co 

+ ~ dt d-rat,+ (-r) ak, + (t) (o2Sc I oat,+ (0) oa ... + (t))c 
-co 

co ,------, 

+ 2] ~ d6 d-r dt1dt2af+q . • (6) az+q. s (t1) at s (t2) az, s (6) 
l, s -00 

X (o4Sc I Bats (t2) Bat+ (0) oal+q. s (ti) oak',+ (-r)>c}· (3.15) 

The time-ordered pairing which occurs here 
has the form 
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where 

6p (k) = 1 - 60 (k) = { ~ 

if t>-r, 

if t < "· (3.16) 

if k <kp, 
if k>kp. (3.17) 

In conclusion the author expresses his gratitude 
to N. N. Bogolyubov and V. V. Tolmachev for help
ful discussions. 
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